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ok, i would like to activate the product on my dell 4010c. but i have to pay for this, and there
is no way that i can pay for the product, i have submitted for the microsoft intuit tax free

refund program. i already receive a refund from them that i put into my debit card. anyhow, i
only have my standalone license which is serialized. i guess i can use that serialized license to

activate the product. so, is there a way to activate the product from the standalone license
without activating the product on my dell desktop?? i don't have any exlusive key anymore

since i disposed the card where i redeemed my intuit tax free refund, and now i have no way
to activate the product. the registration page always ask me to pay either the annual renewal
or a full autocad 2008 activation. i have no way to activate the product from my standalone
license. help me please. i can pay for activation if it's an annual or full activation. hello, i got
another question. can i get a new activation from an old license? i mean i can activate the
product using the serial key i got from a legal activator. of course i can't use that activator

serial key anymore but the old license i got from microsoft's tax free scheme is still valid. can i
use that to activate the product? if no, any suggestions on how to do that? i really want to use
altium designer in my design. please help me, bye, zheng since the original version of autocad
had a limited number of cpu capability on which to run in the days when a lot of work could be

done in windows, the later versions took advantage of multiple cpus.
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while there were several
variations on the idea of an
autocad lt, the reality was

that autocad lt and autocad
are identical except the

license. the subscription fee
was $600 for users of

autocad lt. for autocad, the
price is about $1,000 per

year. when i started to use
autocad to draw, i was

learning how to learn. i had
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to go to ms-ddb to search for
tutorials and figure out how
to get started. i would go to
the "help" and "manual" and

the "tutorials". i learned a
lot. navigate the command
line with full-screen help.

type /help and you will see a
help file with a full list of

commands, their syntax and
usage, and other tips and

tricks. you can also use the
online help center to open

the search box and
immediately jump to what
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you are looking for. see also
the command help pages,

available in the browser from
your autocad software.

autocad 2009 provides a full
set of orthographic views,
including standard, cross-

section, and sectional views.
the views can be configured

to appear automatically
when the project is opened
or can be configured as a
series of steps to be taken
before opening the project.

in addition, the user can save
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a set of views as a template
and use them repeatedly.

autocad 2009 also features a
new workflow, including the

possibility of auto-sorting
and auto-grouping. this new
workflow helps to improve

user productivity and
decreases the time needed
to create a project. the new

workflow also includes a new
active-record feature that

allows the user to type
quickly, efficiently, and

correctly, even when working
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with multiple objects.
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